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Abstract:
The safety of wo men is a concern of increasing urgency in India and other countries. The primary issue in the handling of the se
cases by the police lies in constraints preventing them fro m responding quickly to calls of d istress. The constraints include not
knowing the location of the crime, and not knowing the crime is occurring at all: at the vict im’s end, reaching the police as suredly
and discreetly is a challenge. To aid in the removal of these constraints, this paper introduces a mobile application called Sherlock
App (Women’s Safety App: Sherlock). App provides women with a reliab le way to place an emergency call to the police. The
user can easily and discreetly trigger the calling function by shaking her phone 4 times within or by exp licitly interacting with the
user interface of the application via a simple press of a PANIC button on the screen. A message containing the geographical
location of the user and a phras e indicating that the user is in distressed situation, audio of that particu lar panic situation, pictures
captured, is immediately sent to the police. Th is application will send the user’s location to the registered contacts for ev ery few
seconds in the form of message. The registered contacts and GPS location are saved from time to time in a database.
Keywords: apps, android, mob ile, safety, wo men.
I.INTRODUCTION

System Fl ow:

An easy way to comply with the conference paper formatting
requirements is to use this document as a template and simply
Every day, wo men are assaulted, mo lested and violated on the
streets of their own cities. Vio lence against women happens
all over the wo rld, part icularly in developing countries. This
violence can take many forms : physical, sexual, or
psychological. Physical assault on women involves the use of
force to injure or endanger them. Psychological abuse results
in psychological trauma, which could manifest as chronic
depression, anxiety, or post-traumatic stress disorder. The
above all have severe consequences on a wo man’s physical
and mental well-being.

Shake Phone

Application and data
enabled

Sending message containing
location of victim in the form of
text, audio recording and captures
pictures by camera.

An app is a small, specialized software program, easily
downloadable and installed onto mobile devices such as
Smartphones. In this paper, app created to know whether a
wo man is safe or not wh ich indicates the present state of
affairs of the wo man by shaking phone which also indicates
the location of the endangered wo man. The application gives
audio, pictures captured. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. A proposed system is presented in section 2 follo wed
by system architecture in section 3. Results described in
section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 6.

Receivers read message containing
location .To track the location of
victim receiver has to enable his/her
mobile data

II. PROPOS ED S YSTEM
III.S YSTEM ARCHITECT URE
This system will provide safety to wo men by mobile android
application wh ich enables mobile data over a wireless
network. This will be done just by shaking mobile. After the
data and app enabled the message containing location will be
sent to receivers. The app also captures the pictures and
records audio of that particular panic situation. Receivers may
be saved into victim’s emergency contact at the time of
registration to app.

We propose a system in wh ich user have register first. For that
she has to enter her details including three tracker nu mbers.
After the successful registration user have to get login by
entering username and password. Application can also be
enabled just by shaking phone i.e. without getting login to it.
Also we are providing SOS panic button in this app. The user
can also send message to receivers by pressing on SOS button.
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The databases related to victim that is vict im’s email id, phone
number, tracker’s phone numbers, and any other updated
informat ion will be stored at web portal. The police and
preselected emergency contacts get continuous notifications.
All these notifications are stored into databases. Not only
message but also the pictures captured and recorded audio will
be sent to receivers. The messages will be sent in a queue. If
network gets fail, receivers can get messages after getting
back to network since messages are sent in a queue.

Figure.2.Trilaterati on
B. Haversine
The haversine formula determines the great circle distance
between two points on a sphere given their longitudes and
latitudes. Important in navigation, it is a special case of a more
general formula in spherical trigonometry, the law of haversine
that relates the sides and angles of spherical triangles.
The Haversine function is given by :
haversine(θ) = sin 2 (θ/ 2).
Figure.1. S ystem Archi tecture
Algorithms used to find GPS locati on and recei vers at
shortest distance.
A. Trilateration
In geo metry, a trilateration is the process of determin ing
absolute or relative locations of points by measurement of
distances, using the geometry of circles, spheres or triangles.
In addition to its interest as a geometric problem, trilateration
does have practical applications in surveying and navigation,
including global positioning systems (GPS). In contrast to
triangulation it does not involve the measurement of angles. In
two dimensional geometry, it is known that if a point lies on
two circles, then the circle centers and the two radii provide
sufficient info rmation to narrow the possible locations down
to two. Additional information may narrow the possibilities
down to one unique location. In three dimensional geo metry,
when it is known that a point lies on the surfaces of three
spheres, then the centers of the three spheres along with their
radii provide sufficient in formation to narrow the possible
locations down to no more than two.(unless the centers lie on
a straight line) Fig.1, The plane z=0, showing the three sphere
centers, P1, P2, and P3; their x, y coordinates; and the three
sphere radii; r1, r2 and r3. The two intersections of the three
sphere surfaces are directly in front and directly behind the
point designated intersections in the z=0 plane.
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Figure.3. Spherical triangle sol ved by the l aw of haversines
IV.RES ULTS
The testing results of the mentioned three sections are provided
with snap or screen shots taken in various intervals of time
fro m the root device This app icon can be placed anywhere on
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the home screen of the smart phone. After pressing on this app
we will get following screen shown in fig.4.

By pressing on profile here we can change password, change
tracker number, change number and logout. This layout is as
shown fig.8 below.

Figurer.4. layout after pressing on app
In above, we have to enter the username and password. After
pressing on LOGIN button, application screen depicted as
shown in fig.5&6 below.

Figure.8. change number and l ogout
Figure 9 depicts the message received by receivers which
includes some text and location.

Figure.5. Registration form

Figure.6. Registration form
After completion of reg istering the contact details, app will
display SOS button shown in fig.7 below.

Figure.7.SOS button
Figure.9.Text message
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Figure10 shows GPS location of victim

the hopes of truly making a d ifference. This application
interface is very easy to use.
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Figure.10.GPS location
V.CONCLUS ION
This paper described a mobile applicat ion we have developed
to promote wo men’s safety: Sherlock Sherlock is a
straightforward method for a wo man to send message when in
panic situation. All the user must dois shake the phone
repeatedly, and an emergency message containing her GPS
coordinates and pre-selected emergency contacts is
immed iately and automatically sent to the police and other
receivers. The police receive message including the location of
the crisis is plotted on a Google Maps interface at their station.
This clear-cut sequence of events ensures that help can be
provided to wo men in crises as quickly as possible. Our
application ensures that questions regarding the user’s location
or whom to contact, as well as confusion at police stations
regarding where the officers must be dispatched from, do
notarise. As college students, we strongly feel that it is our
moral responsibility to give back to society in the best way we
can, and that desire shines strongly through the application we
have created. We are co mmitted to reaching as many wo men
and children as possible via these abuse-prevention services in
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